WirelessEmporium.com Offers Factory Direct Pricing On Battery Powered Emergency Cell Phone
Charger
For $17.99 an emergency portable AA battery powered cell phone charger that snaps on a key chain is the
perfect holiday stocking stuffer.
Orange, CA – Thursday, November 30, 2006 – Never be left without power again! This compact emergency
charger runs on a single AA battery, able to juice up any cell phone battery in minutes. LED light indicates
charge and will turn off when AA battery needs to be replaced.
''''''''This compact emergency charger is one of the hottest items that we have ever stocked,'''''''' said Tony
Lee, Co-Founder and VP of Sales and Merchandising. ''''''''Our factory direct pricing of just $17.99 lets our
customers have this same item that they''''''''ve seen on television and elsewhere in the news at the lowest
price available and we still offer free shipping.
''''''''Almost everyone has faced the need for emergency cell phone power, but previously you had to depend
on hand-crank power backups or models that required a handful of batteries. Now anyone can put one of these
AA battery powered gizmos on a key chain and have two additional hours of talk time anytime.''''''''
''''''''This is the perfect stocking stuffer for anyone who travels a lot or is into camping, hiking or cycling has
a big need for this item and every home needs this emergency battery operated phone charger on hand in case
of long-term power outages,'''''''' Lee continued. ''''''''Whether you''''''''ve just touched down at the
airport or your home power goes out, an emergency charger is a brilliantly useful idea, when you need to make
a quick call and don''''''''t have access to power.''''''''
About Wireless Emporium, Inc.
Established in 2001, Wireless Emporium, Inc. is a recognized leader in the cell phone accessories and unlocked
cell phones market supplying over 30,000 manufacturer-direct products to consumers, businesses, education
and government institutions through a portfolio of leading E-Commerce web sites. Their manufacturer-direct
product line includes cell phone covers, chargers, batteries, cases and faceplates, screen protectors, bluetooth
headsets, data connectivity products and unlocked cell phones at discount prices. The company backs every
order with a 100% customer satisfaction guarantee, extended manufacturer warranties and free first class
shipping, policies which have set them apart from other online retailers and helped earn over 1 million loyal
customers in the US and Canada.
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